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DEVELOPING THE
SMART WORKFORCE

From training to daily communications, the right technology
transforms retail employees into invested brand ambassadors

61%

$3,000

Retailers that report
store employee
turnover is rising
compared to five
years ago 1

Onboarding,
Regulatory
Training & Skills
Assessments 2
Best delivered by
formal sessions,
backed by a learning
management system
(LMS)
Tech: Pre-recorded
& live-streamed
training sessions

The average amount it takes
to replace a typical $10/hr
employee 2

Brand Culture
& Events 2

Skills & Customer
Updates 2

Best delivered by
recurring interactions
that identify retailer
goals and successes,
reward contributors,
and share business
updates

Best delivered by
shorter sessions
on best practices,
store changes and
promotions, new
technology and
processes, and product
introductions

Tech: Breakroom
TV and management
discussions via
streamed video
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12%

Employees who
strongly agree
their organization
does a great job
of onboarding new
employees 4

#1 Challenge
Facing Talent
Development
Getting employees to
make time for learning.
Yet, 94% of employees
say they would stay
at a company longer
if it invested in their
career development.6

3x More Profitable

Companies that practice a growth
mindset, create “designed growth”
and stretch assignments, and
openly discuss mistakes to
promote learning 5

2x More
Likely to
Leave
Actively disengaged
employees are almost
twice as likely as engaged
employees to seek new jobs. 4

81%

Learning
management
systems
(LMS)

of training hours were delivered with blended
learning techniques. Leading technologies include: 7

69% 45% 34% 30%

Virtual
classroom/
webcasting/
video
broadcasting

SOURCES: 1-RIS, “Managing the Ferocious Labor Market;” 2-Hughes; 3-Future Stores and HR Retail, “The CustomerFacing Digital Signage Market in Retail Through 2021;” 4-GALLUP, “State of the American Workplace;” 5- Deloitte
Insights, “The Rise of the Social Enterprise 2018 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends;” 6- LinkedIn Learning, “2018
Workplace Learning Report;” 7-Training, “2018 Training Industry Report”
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TRANSFORMING
NEW HIRES INTO
ENGAGED EMPLOYEES

 eyond teaching basic job functions
B
to new associates, what does it take to
bring employees into a retailer’s company
culture, onboard them properly, and keep
them engaged and current with company
communications?

Teaching basic job functions is essential but it’s
even more important to engage new employees
by beginning a long-term two-way dialogue that
lasts throughout their time in your organization.
A critical first step is giving them an opportunity
to learn first-hand about the culture and values of
the organization. There are multiple ways to do this:
engage them by providing them a peer mentor/
coach, introduce them to company communication
tools (one-way communication), provide them an
opportunity to engage in the conversation (two-way
dialogue), ask them to talk about their experience,
make changes based on their responses and repeat.
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Retail Communication Consultant,
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Tech: Shared material
and short-form videos,
sometimes peer-driven

69%

%
5
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 ow can retail technology help with this
H
transition and create associates that are
brand ambassadors?

Retail technology has become critical to
onboarding and engaging new employees, and
creating effective brand ambassadors. There are
two particularly important elements of effective
employee communication: an easy-to-access delivery
mechanism that reaches employees where they are,
and content that will capture and hold attention.
Today’s technologies deliver both. Retail employees
are increasingly on the move — the lines between
front- and back-of-house are blurred. And studies
show the most effective format for memorable,
attention-grabbing content is video. Technologies
like breakroom TV and on-demand mobile devices
deliver this kind of dynamic content in a convenient,
easily accessible way.

Q

 reating the smart associate involves getting
C
a lot of information to them in real-time and
in an absorbable way. How can next-gen
training tech such as short-form videos,
peer videos, breakroom TV, and live virtual
instructor training help?

Most employees don’t have time to read, and even
if they do, they learn faster by watching others. New
employees in their everyday lives use tools like YouTube
to fix a drain, play the guitar, so on and so forth. Since
employees are comfortable learning in this way, I think
it’s a great tool to use when an organization wants to
quickly get a team up to speed and get the best results.
A variety of content including brief snippets employees
can take in during a break, peer-created content that
shares best practices, or manager-moderated sessions
all help take employee preparation to the next level.

Q

 hat benefits are provided by having
W
engaged, informed employees in the store,
and what is the cost of losing employees
after investing in bringing them onboard?

There are many benefits to having engaged, informed
employees. Most importantly, if you take care of your
employees, they will take care of the customer. Engaged
employees that are confident about their job are much
more likely to engage with your customers and ensure
the customer leaves happy. Another benefit is that
employees feel that you are investing in their growth
and development, and they are much more likely to stay
with a company that provides them opportunities for
growth. The cost of turnover varies by organization and
role. No matter the cost in dollars, the more critical cost
to the organization is the loss of customers when there
aren’t enough employees, or when there are employees
that are unprepared to help them.

Lynn Loignon has over two decades of retail leadership experience from operations to internal
communications. She offers first-hand experience. She was most recently the Executive Director of Operations
Administration at Raley’s. Prior to Raley’s, Lynn spent 20 years at Kohl’s. Kohl’s operates over 1,100 stores
across 49 states. At Kohl’s, Lynn served as VP of Internal Communications where she delivered results by
engaging associates, empowering leaders and building a culture of sharing, collaboration, and dialogue.
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